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(57) Abstract

A coupling device consists of two members, viz. a coupling
head (1, 2) and a valve (5). Each of the two members is provided
with cooperating coupling parts (25; 21) for clamping the mem-
bers coaxially together upon mutual turning. Each member is
moreover provided with a key (36; 20) which has a key pattern
(37; 22) complementary to the key of the other part. These keys
are adapted such that they can pass each other in one or more
preselected mutual angular positions, and only in these, by axial
displacement in the clamping direction, and the coupling parts
(25; 21) can be engaged only when such passage has taken place.
The coupling device is used in particular for containers contain-
ing liquids which are to be dispensed by means of the coupling
device. Each liquid is then given a specific key pattern which dif-
fers from the key patterns for all other liquids. This completely
eliminates the risk of a coupling head for one liquid being coupled
with a valve for another liquid.
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A coupling device

The invention concerns a coupling device having two members, viz. a coupling head and a valve, which each define an axis and are provided with cooperating coupling parts for clamping the two members together coaxially upon mutual turning, each part being moreover provided with a key which has a key pattern complementary to the key of the other member.

Today coupling devices of this type are used to a great extent for containers which serve to store and distribute a larger number of different liquids, which include e.g. beer, mineral water, chemicals, weed control agents, and oils for automobiles. The valve, which is provided in an opening in the wall of the container, is then usually a double valve having a first passage for connecting a gas reservoir above the liquid with a source of gas and a second passage for directing the liquid out of the container by means of a pressure difference established above the two passages. For beverages, such as beer and mineral water, the gas used is almost exclusively CO₂ having a positive pressure of between 1 and 3 bars for expelling the beverage from the container. Oils, in contrast, are usually pumped directly out of the container, the space above the oil being in open communication with the atmosphere via the first passage, in which a filter may optionally be inserted. The two passages may be opened in direct connection with the clamping of the coupling head on the valve or optionally subsequently by means of a separate opening mechanism which belongs to the coupling head.

Over the years the valves as well as the coupling heads have been developed to a point of great perfection, which has entailed that their individual components have been
given a quite specific design in dependence on their function. Further, for reasons of economy and production these components have been standardized to an extensive degree so that coupling heads and valves can be assembled at random, although their intended applications are different.

Today a very large number of such containers are on the market, which involves the constant risk of wrong couplings taking place. Such wrong coupling may be rather harmless per se, although it is undesirable, as is the case if e.g. a coupling head for beer is connected with the valve on a container of mineral water. If, on the other hand, the mentioned coupling head is instead connected with the valve on a container containing chemicals or weed control agents, the error may involve health or even fatal risks.

Stricter environmental requirements will gradually entail that the sale of oils for automobiles in disposable packages is replaced by a new system where the motorists at the filling stations tap the oil directly from oil containers which are provided with a coupling device of the above-mentioned type. Each filling station must necessarily stock a large number of different oil types in a wide range of prices and grades to satisfy the demand. Consequently, in this case too, wrong couplings are possible if coupling devices of the same structure are used for all oil types. If such a wrong coupling takes place, it may entail that the motorists are cheated, because unsuspectingly they fill up a cheaper and inferior oil grade than they assume, with the consequent additional risk of the engine being damaged. Conversely, the filling station attendant will suffer a financial loss if an expensive oil is unintentionally sold at a low price owing to a wrong coupling which has not been discovered.
Since, as mentioned above, the common valve devices are standardized to a wide extent and can therefore be coupled together at random, the possibility of making errors of the above-mentioned type are still present however. Therefore, to prevent such errors coupling devices have been developed with a number of different designs of the coupling parts, so that only matching coupling heads and valves can be clamped together. If this clamping takes place by means of e.g. a threaded joint, it is thus necessary to manufacture coupling devices having just as many different types and/or sizes of threads as the number of the rather many types of oils which the filling stations must necessarily stock. When producing a large number of valve devices which are not uniform it is now possible to eliminate the risk of wrong mounting of the valve devices completely and the consequent confusion of the various oil types, but, of course, this advantage is obtained at the expense of the manufacturing price of the valve devices, which could be kept at a relatively low level precisely because of the mass production enabled by the standardization. To this should be added that it may be difficult for the staff to distinguish between the various coupling parts, and that consequently many costly working hours may be wasted on trying to assembling coupling heads and valves which do not match.

PCT application WO 92/00914 discloses a coupling device whose coupling parts are provided with a code/key to ensure that only a specific coupling can be connected to a barrel having the right contents.

In this structure the keys do not pass each other, but are directly mutually engaged, and then the two parts are clamped together by means of a union nut. Clamping thus takes place without turning the two parts with respect to each other.
The structure is extremely complicated and difficult to mount, and either great strength, if the mounting is to take place manually alone, or the use of special mounting tools is required. The known structure is therefore not suitable for easy and quick mounting of a coupling on e.g. oil drums, which must be replaced frequently at a filling or service station. Nor is the seal particularly safe since, in reality, it is conditional upon an uncontrollable clamping, which can fail very well if it is performed manually.

There is thus a pronounced need for a coupling device of the type mentioned in the opening paragraph which is substantially composed of quite standardized components and can therefore be mass produced economically, but which nevertheless ensures in a simple manner that a specific coupling head cannot be mounted on a valve for another purpose, while mounting takes easily and quickly with a single movement of the hand.

This is achieved by the new and unique features of the invention, which are that the keys are adapted in a manner such that in one or more preselected mutual angular positions, and only in these can the keys pass each other by mutual displacement in the clamping direction, and the coupling parts can be engaged only when such passage has taken place.

The coupling parts are thereby clamped together by a turning movement which can be performed easily and quickly by hand alone, and which ensures without special measures that the connection will be tight. These properties are extremely advantageous when the coupling device is used at e.g. filling or service stations where frequent exchange of oil drums is necessary.
Both the coupling head and the valve may moreover be constructed economically in the above-mentioned manner with completely uniform components, the only difference to protect against wrong mounting being now the key which can easily and inexpensively be provided in many different patterns which cannot be confused with one another.

These keys may quite simply consist in a special embodiment of an outwardly directed collar on one member and an inwardly directed collar on the other member, or on segments of such collars.

In a particularly advantageous embodiment the valve may have an outwardly directed collar with one or more cuts in the form of a key pattern and the coupling head may have a corresponding number of segments of an inwardly directed collar, each segment having a key pattern complementary to a corresponding cut in the collar of the valve.

The coupling head may be clamped together with the valve by means of e.g. a threaded joint or a bayonet joint. In the latter case the coupling parts of the valve may consist of one or more wedges provided on the underside of the outwardly directed collar of the valve, and the coupling parts of the coupling head may consist of a corresponding number of pins which extend radially inwardly in an open recess in the underside of the coupling part.

To facilitate the clamping operation the pins of the coupling head may be arranged on a separate clamping part, which surrounds the recess in the coupling head and can be turned with respect to said head from a position in which the keys of the two members can pass each other, to a position in which the two members are clamped together after such passage has taken place.
The invention will be explained more fully below, where further advantageous properties and technical effects of the invention are stated with reference to the drawing, in which

fig. 1 is a perspective exploded view of an exemplary embodiment of a valve device according to the invention,

fig. 2 is an axial section through the valve device of fig. 1 in the non-clamped state,

fig. 3 is a view of the same, but in the clamped state,

fig. 4 is a bottom view of the valve device of figs. 1-3 in the non-clamped state,

fig. 5 is a view of the same, but in the clamped state, and

fig. 6 shows examples of a plurality of possible key patterns.

Fig. 1 is perspective exploded view of an embodiment of a coupling device whose main parts are clearly seen separately. In succession from above these parts are a clamping part 1 which belongs to a coupling head 2 and is rotatably mounted on it in the assembled state. A valve insert 3, shown in broken line, is threaded into the coupling head 2. A gasket 4 serves to form a seal between the coupling head 2 and a valve 5 when these two members are clamped together.

Figs. 2 and 3 are axial sections through the coupling device shown in fig. 1, whose main components 1-5 have now been assembled. In fig. 2 the two members of the coupling device have not been clamped together yet, while this is
the case in fig. 3.

The valve 5 has a valve housing 8 which are secured in a sleeve 6 by specially adapted locking means 9 (see fig. 1) in a manner such that the valve cannot be removed by unskilled individuals who do not have the necessary special tools for the purpose. An O-ring serves to form a seal between the valve housing 8 and the sleeve 6. The sleeve 6 is in turn secured by means of e.g. welding in an opening in the top of a container 7, of which only a fraction is seen in the figures. The container may be for any purpose, but it is assumed below to be oil of the type which motorists tap in metered portions at filling or service stations to fill up their oil tanks. A riser pipe 12 is arranged coaxially in the valve housing 8 and is detachably connected with the valve housing 8 with a ring-shaped plate 11, which is locked in the valve housing by means of bayonet socket 15 (fig. 1). Part of the valve housing 8 extends a distance down into the container 7 and is provided with a plurality of air vents 16 at this location. A compression spring 18, which downwardly rests on the ring-shaped plate 11, serves to keep an elastomeric valve ring 17 of e.g. rubber engaged with the valve seat 14 of the riser pipe and a valve seat 19 on the valve housing 8 when the valve is not activated. The valve is closed in this state. As will be seen best from fig. 1, the valve housing has an outwardly directed collar 20 with two downwardly directed wedges 21 which constitute the coupling parts of the valve. As will be explained more fully below, the collar 20 of the valve forms a key with a key pattern in the form of cuts 22.

The clamping part 1 of the coupling head has a cylindrical part 23 which defines a recess 24. To pins 25 are arranged inside the recess, which constitute the coupling parts of the coupling head and cooperate with the wedges 21 of the
valve 5 when the coupling head is to be clamped firmly on the valve. For convenient performance of this clamping operation the clamping part 1 is provided with a lever 26. Upwardly the clamping part 1 has an inwardly directed collar 27 and downwardly an outwardly directed collar 28. The coupling head 2 comprises a housing 29 with an outlet opening 30 for the oil and an inlet opening 31 for the air. The outlet opening 30 is provided with internal threads 32 to connect the coupling head 2 with a dispensing assembly (not shown). Also the inlet opening 31 is provided with internal threads for threadedly connecting a filter having an optional non-return valve (not shown). The coupling head 2 mounts an outwardly protruding flange 34 having two peripherally arranged, downwardly directed legs 35, which are downwardly provided with segments of an inwardly directed collar 36 formed with cuts 37, which have a pattern complementary to the key pattern of the valve and form a key on the valve housing.

The clamping part 1 is kept rotatably in position in the coupling head 2 by means of pegs 38, which are inserted into an annular groove 40 in the coupling head via holes 39 in the cylindrical part 23 of the clamping part. This connection may also be provided in another manner. Thus, a ring or parts of a ring secured by the pegs 38 may be arranged in the groove 40. This structure is not shown. For the coupling head 2 to be able to pass the two pins 25 of the clamping part 1, two corresponding notches 53 are cut out in the flange 34 of the coupling head. The clamping part 1 may be rotated on the coupling head between a position in which the keys of the two members can pass each other, and a position in which the two members are clamped fully together after the keys have passed each other. A locking device is provided to fix the passage position, said device consisting of a ball 41, which lies in a bottom hole 42 in the coupling head 2, and of a
compression spring 43, which is pressed slightly into a slightly smaller hole 44 in the cylindrical part 23 of the clamping part 1, when the two members are present in the position in which the keys can pass each other.

The valve insert 3 is screwed into the coupling head 2 by means of threads 45. A valve 46 is arranged inside the valve insert, which is hollow, to close it. This valve consists of a valve plate 47 having an elastomeric valve gasket 48 of e.g. rubber which is kept engaged with a seat 49 on the valve insert 3 by a compression spring 50. The valve 46 may be lifted vertically from the seat 49, and to control this lifting movement the valve is provided with a control pin 51 which can be slidably moved vertically in a guide 52 provided upwardly in the coupling head.

When the clamping part 1 is locked with respect to the coupling head 2, i.e. is present in the passage position, the segment 36 of the coupling head with the cuts 37 directly adjoin the pins 25 on the clamping part 1. This situation is shown in fig. 4 in which the valve device is shown from below. In this position the outwardly directed collar of the valve housing with the cuts 22 can pass the segments 36 of the coupling head and the pins 25 of clamping part and be pushed up into the recess. In other positions the pins 25 prevent this. After the outwardly directed collar 20 of the valve has thus been pushed up into the recess 24 of the coupling head, the two members are clamped together by rotating the clamping part 1 with the lever in the direction of the arrow to the position shown in fig. 5. During this movement the pins 25 slide on the wedges 21 of the valve, which thereby pull the coupling head axially down over the valve 5 to the position shown in fig. 3 in which the valve is now open. The gasket 4 has simultaneously been moved down to engage the upper side of the valve housing 8, thereby preventing oil from
running out of the valve device from the valve now open, if the container should tilt. A non-return valve (not shown) in the inlet opening 31 serves the same purpose.

Opening of the valve takes place in that the valve insert 3 urges the elastomeric valve ring 17 downwardly in the space between the riser pipe 12 and the valve housing 8. This admits air to the interior of the container via the inlet opening 31 and the vents 16. The outlet openings 13 of the riser pipe are exposed at the same time so that the oil in the container can flow via the riser pipe 12, which is immersed in the oil, and the hollow valve insert 3 out through the outlet opening 30 to the dispensing assembly (not shown). This necessitates a pressure difference over the outlet opening 30 and inlet opening 31 of the coupling head, and this pressure difference is established, as mentioned before, in this case by means of a pump (not shown). If, instead, the valve device is to be used for a beverage, such as beer or mineral water, CO₂ at a positive pressure is normally used instead of a pump for expelling the beverage from the container. The connection for this CO₂ takes place at the inlet opening 31.

Fig. 6 shows a range of various key patterns which may be used for the valve device. The possible variations are almost infinite and can amply cover any need that might occur in practice. As specific key pattern is now selected for each oil type to be stocked, and all valves and coupling heads to be used for this type of oil are consistently provided with this key pattern. This eliminates any risk of a coupling head for one oil type being unintentionally or deliberately coupled with a valve for another type of oil. The reason is that in this case the coupling head and the valve will be provided with their respective key patterns which cannot pass each other.
The coupling device has been described above on the assumption that it was to be used for oils which, by means of a dispensing device, are tapped in portions by motorists at filling and service stations. Of course, it is readily evident that the coupling device of the invention may be used for any other liquid, e.g. beer, mineral water, chemicals or weed control agents. All valve devices for a specific liquid will then be provided with a key pattern of their own, which differs from the key patterns for valve devices for liquids within the same category as well as from all other liquids. This precludes any risk of coupling a coupling head for e.g. strong beer with a valve for light beer, nor can a coupling head for one liquid category be coupled with a valve for another liquid category.

To facilitate operation each valve pattern may be given a code in the form of e.g. a number which is marked on the respective coupling heads and valves and optionally also on the associated containers and dispensing devices. When a coupling head is to be mounted on a valve, the operating staff therefore just has to check whether the two members have the same key number to decide whether the two members match.
Patent Claims:

1. A coupling device having two members, viz. a coupling head and a valve, which each define an axis and are provided with cooperating coupling parts for clamping the two members coaxially together upon mutual turning, each member being moreover provided with a key which has a key pattern complementary to the key of the other member, characterized in that the keys are adapted such that in one or more of preselected mutual angular positions, and only in these can the keys pass each other by mutual displacement in the clamping direction, and the coupling parts can be engaged only when such passage has taken place.

2. A coupling device according to claim 1, characterized in that each application has a specific key pattern which differs from all other key patterns.

3. A coupling device according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the keys are provided on an outwardly directed collar on one member and an inwardly directed collar on the other member, or on segments of such collars.

4. A coupling device according to claim 1, 2 or 3, characterized in that the valve has an outwardly directed collar having one or more cuts in the form of a key pattern, and that the coupling head has a corresponding number of segments of an inwardly directed collar, each having a key pattern complementary to a corresponding cut in the collar of the valve.

5. A coupling device according to claim 4, characterized in that the coupling parts of the valve
consist of one or more wedges which are provided on the underside of its outwardly directed collar, and that the coupling parts of the coupling head consist of a corresponding number of pins which extend radially inwardly in an open recess in the underside of the coupling head.

6. A coupling device according to claim 5, characterized in that the pins of the coupling head are provided on a separate clamping part which encloses the recess in the coupling head and can be rotated with respect to this from a position in which the keys of the two members can pass each other, to another position in which the two parts, after such passage has taken place, are clamped together, and vice versa.

7. A coupling device according to claim 6, characterized in that a lever is provided on the clamping part.

8. A coupling device according to claim 6 or 7, characterized in that it comprises a locking device to lock the clamping part of the coupling head in its passage position.

9. A coupling device according to one or more of claims 4-8, characterized in that each of the collar segments of the coupling head is provided on an axially extending leg having a length such that the segments are positioned substantially at the same level as the pins.

10. A coupling device according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the coupling parts of the two members consist of cooperating internal and external, respectively, threads.
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